Volunteers Needed

Does wearing a bioptic telescope improve visual recognition while driving?

Would you like to try bioptic telescope spectacles in a driving related task?

Has your vision restricted you from driving? Are you?

- Over 18 years old
- Have reduced central visual acuity
- Willing to contribute to research into driving with Bioptic Telescopes in Australia

Participation involves:

- Visiting the UNSW Optometry Clinic for an assessment
- Being fitted with more than one bioptic telescope design
- Being trained in the use and familiarisation of using a Bioptic telescope
- A driving task: where you will sit as the passenger in the front seat of a car and report what you see along a driving route.
- You do not need to have ever driven or have a driver’s licence to take part
- Total time required 2 to 4 hours

$25 Coles Myer gift voucher will be provided for full participation ($10 for screening only)

To find out more, contact the Vision and Driving Study Group: Tel: 9385 5922 (please leave a message) or Email: s.oberstein@unsw.edu.au or m.boon@unsw.edu.au

Ethics Approval: HC13217